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2021 SNGC General Rules 
 

 
1. SNGC events are open to all breeds, including mules and ponies. 

 
2. In order to ride, the regular fees must be paid, and riders must follow SNGC rules.  

Anyone who is disruptive in any way must leave the arena without further refund of 
entry fees. 

 
3. Officials and directors, without exception, have the right to disqualify or refuse entry 

to any contestant for any actions of misconduct, profanity, harassment of the judge 
or officials or employees, unruly or out of control animals, or mistreatment or abuse to 
their horses or livestock. In club meetings, social media email communication any 
rude/disrespectful comments and/or blatantly unkind comments will result in one 
warning. If a second offense occurs, the member(s) can be identified as a member(s) 
not in good standing.  Spectators may be ejected from the grounds.  Intoxicated 
contestants will be disqualified, and entry fees will not be refunded. 

 
4. Anyone who bounces a check will have to pay cash to cover the check plus any 

returned item fees before he/she will be allowed to compete and earn further points.  
For the rest of the season, he/she will have to pay in cash only. Any accounts not in 
good standing will forfeit year end points and awards will be void. 

 
5. No lame horse will be permitted to compete under any circumstance.  Any director 

or official who observes a lame horse should advise the competitor of such. 
 

6. If a contestant’s horse is injured or becomes lame over the course of the event, and 
the competitor voluntarily withdraws the horse from the remaining events, a refund of 
fees for the remaining events shall be given and the accumulated points will stand. 

 
7. Should the competitor disagree with the official, a minimum of three Directors will be 

called to observe the suspected lameness.  The competitor must submit the horse for 
examination by moving the horse to a trot, if necessary, to determine whether the 
horse is lame.  Refusal to comply shall result in immediate disqualification for the day. 
If the majority of the directors agree that the horse is lame, the horse will be 
disqualified for the day. 

 
8. If a horse has visible signs of illness for example lacerations, runny nose, saliva from 

mouth or any other visible signs of illness or injury. A Director may ask that the rider 
leave premises with the horse until it is vet checked or showing no signs of illness or 
injury. 

 
9. Should the contestant disagree with the decision of the Directors, he/she may choose 

a licensed veterinarian, and call him/her to the arena at his/her own expense.  If the 
veterinarian(s) opinion is that the horse is sound and able to compete without drugs, 
the horse will be reinstated to the remaining events.  Otherwise, the disqualification 
will stand. 
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10. Horse drugging to disguise lameness or to tranquilize is a violation of the horse-
drugging act and is prohibited.  Such an act will result in immediate disqualification 
and entry fees will not be refunded. 

 
11. No form of excessive whipping or spurring.  No striking of the horse in the head will be 

allowed.  Contestant or guest will be warned once and disqualified for the rest of the 
day’s events without refund if subsequent infraction occurs. 

 
12. Horses entering the arena gate must be at a collected gait, not running, and enter 

safely.   Starting the run before entering the gate is prohibited.  Arena director has 
discretion as to if a contestant is purposely charging a gate.  One warning will be 
given.  On the next occasion of the same offense, disqualification from that event will 
occur.  

  
13. Stallions are allowed for senior riders only.  Senior riders are those 18-years and older.  

Stallions must be always under control, inside and outside the arena.  Any Stallion felt 
to be jeopardizing the safety of others will be asked to leave without refund of entry 
fees.  No mares with colt at their side will be allowed to compete. 

 
14. The same horse cannot be ridden by a different rider in the gymkhanas, except for 

the 7 & under age group who will be allowed to use a horse that is ridden by another 
member  

 
15. No running of horses will be allowed outside the arena, except in a designated warm 

up arena.  Violators will receive one warning from an official.  If he/she continues 
disobeying this rule, disqualification from the next class entered without refund of 
entry fees will result. 

 
16. Horses must be kept away from the snack bar area; this is a health code violation.  

Repeated violation of this rule is also reason for dismissal from the arena grounds. 
 

17. Dogs must be always on a leash and are not allowed to disrupt the Gymkhanas.  All 
dogs will be restricted to the vehicle and the trailer area. If a dog becomes 
aggressive to a person or another animal, the owner will be asked to remove the dog 
from arena and will not be allowed to return. 

 
18. A.  Contestants must wear western boots, long pants, long sleeve, short sleeve, or 

sleeveless shirts.  No western tennis shoes allowed.  Shirt straps must be at least two 
fingers wide.  

 
19. Any appropriate, neat, humane western equipment may be used.  Equipment must 

be of normal construction.  Normal stirrup leathers must be present, of usable length 
and not tied.  Tie down is optional.  Unusual construction or arrangements may result 
in disqualification of the rider if considered by Gymkhana officials to be inhumane, 
abnormal, or dangerous.  

 
20.  Any contestant can protest.  Contestants under 18-years of age must have a parent 

or guardian present at the time of protest. Protests must be done prior to next event, 
or at the majority of director’s discretion.  
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21.  The course must be run in accordance with the prescribed pattern or disqualification 
will occur. (This includes the break of forward motion; this is not the same as break of 
pattern). 

 
22. No open containers of alcohol allowed at gates or in the arena. 

 
 For Age Group 0-7 A horse is on course when any part of the horse crosses the start/finish 

line.  If a rider goes off course, but corrects the course, and completes the prescribed 
pattern, without re-crossing the timing line until the course is completed there will be no 
disqualification or penalty, Loss of forward motion will not be a penalty for the 0-7 age 
group. 

 
23. 0-7 Lead liners will be part of the 0-7 group however certain added rules will apply as 

follows: if rider is assisted by a handler, that handler may lead the rider through the 
course on foot at a WALK OR TROT ONLY. Handler must be at the horse’s shoulder 
when passing through the timing line. Handlers must be 18 or over in age. 

 Definition of “assisted” shall be any contestant that is escorted, lead, walked next too or 
held by a handler that crosses the start finish line. Handlers assisting must be 18 or over. 
 If the contestant is being lead lined or assisted the handler must stay at the shoulder of 
the horse from start to finish. 

  
 Definition of “independent” A rider that crosses the start finish line on their own and 

completes the pattern without the assistance of a handler.  Rider may have an adult in 
the arena, but adult may NOT cross the start/finish line or contestant will be considered 
an “assisted” lead-liner and shall be scored as such. If your child signs up at the 
beginning of the year as a lead-liner he/she may advance to riding unassisted and all 
point accumulated as a lead-liner will remain with rider and vice versa.   

 All 0-7 independent riders will be pointed above assisted riders until such time they are 
unassisted.  
24. Loss of control will result in disqualification.  Falling off horse while on course.  Unruly 

horse: the rider must be in control of horse at all times, if the opinion of the official has 
determined, the safety of the rider or others might be in jeopardy. 

24-A. The contestant will be given one warning then upon second occurrence will be 
disqualified. 

 
25. Knocking down or touching obstacles:  Knocking down any obstacle (barrels, pole, 

etc.) shall result in a five (5) second penalty for each obstacle, however, touching an 
obstacle with the intent of keeping it from going down will not result in a penalty. 

 
 
26. Failure to complete course:  A contestant shall be disqualified if problems resulting 

from loss or breakage of equipment or tack prevents completion of the course. 
 

27.  At least two stopwatches or an electronic timer will be used.  If stopwatches are 
used, the times will be averaged. 

 
28. Contestants must enter the arena gate within ONE minute after being called and shall 

be allowed 30-seconds to cross the starting line or disqualification will occur. If there 
is a legitimate reason (for example breakage of tack, conflict with arenas) for not 
being at the gate within one minute must be brought to attention of gate person 
and/or timers or arena director. This rule will be strictly enforced. 
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29. All contestants must be mounted when entering the arena gate for their call.  Riders 

shall not mount their horses inside the arena. If it becomes a safety issue the arena 
director may allow the rider to walk in the arena and mount their horse or enter from 
an alternative gate.  Any helper leading a rider on horseback into the arena, or 
otherwise assisting a contestant into the arena must leave the arena before the run 
begin. 

 
30. Reruns will not be given for breakage of tack or gear or for any accident of horse or 

rider.  In case of administrative error, reruns will be authorized. 
 

 
31. In order to ride, the regular fees must be paid, and riders must follow SNGC rules.  

Anyone who is disruptive in any way must leave the arena without further refund of 
entry fees. 

 


